00:18:07 Becky English: https://network.asa3.org/page/DivingDeeper
00:23:54 David Wing: Is it surprising to you that the arguments have not really changed in substance from when this article was written?
00:26:53 Becky English: https://www.asa3.org/ASA/resources/index.html
00:30:09 Fred Cannon: Doug Hayhoe, are you related to Katherine Hayhoe? She is a wonderful speaker, in linking science with Christian faith. Fred Cannon
00:30:35 Doug Hayhoe: Hi Fred, Yes I have the privilege of being her Dad!
00:32:09 Fred Cannon: Yay. I’m sure you have many wonderful stories of explaining God to her. Fred
00:36:16 Tim Heumier: My reaction to this article is like Ted"s.
00:42:51 Tim Heumier: Growing up, I heard these flat earth ideas, that medieval thought it.
00:43:46 Tim Heumier: ...and not about history.
00:45:24 John Wood: At North Park College we used Bernhard Anderson, Understanding the Old Testament. Interestingly, the ASA annual meeting was on the NPC campus in the summer of 1966. So our science professors were well versed in the literature of the day.
01:06:26 Terry Gray: The basic biochemical (protein sequence) data for human evolution goes back to the early 1960s. I think its a big mistake to think that this is "new" in the 1980s.
01:09:24 Terry Gray: I won't dispute the newness of the specific data you refer to, but the basic idea that has only been confirmed by the newer data has been around since the early 1960s.
01:10:19 Tim Heumier: I seem to have had some success with middle and high schoolers by emphasizing what the true Christian beliefs are, namely the Nicene Creed. OE and YE are not salvific issues.
01:20:06 Fred Cannon: The oldest quote we have of Bible is “may the sun of God shine upon your shoulder” (Quote of the Dorah) dated to 400 years after Moses lived.
01:20:37 Fred Cannon: oops Quote of the Torah.
01:23:43 Del Coon: Or, from Jacob et al. prior to the Egyptian period. But agree with "stay agnostic."
01:25:28 Steve: Genesis creation text has an oral framework and methods, thus it is likely oral prior to its writing. Orality has definite methods for preserving factual transmission.
01:33:19 Steve: Language – what does the creation text say? 1 - Ancient pre or proto-Hebrew \ proto-Sinaitic script, which is pictographic, was discovered in the Sinai, and near Luxor, and many other places. 2 - It and comparative creation accounts, especially from cities of On and Memphis, brings views to Hebrew language arising from an Egyptian setting, and thus affecting the creation text in way we have not considered such as the phrase e.g. tohu v'vohu, etc. from Egypt.
I wonder how many people here are somewhat aware of the ancient archaeological scripts that affect Hebrew understanding, and 2, connections of creation text word values being better defined by connection to Egyptian hieroglyphic origin and culture rather than Assyrian culture?
01:47:09 Del Coon: Excellent! Thank you all!
01:47:11 David Wing: Great session!
01:47:13 Kristine Johnson: Thank you!